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Abstract. This paper discusses experimental evaluation of fault susceptibility
using software implemented fault injection. The considered multiprocessor
system (MIMD) realizes the algorithm for collecting test results. The system
was modeled as a multithreaded application. The fault injection setup and the
experiment results are presented. The impact of the algorithm enhancements on
the number and quality of collected data items was verified experimentally.

1 Introduction

Software implemented fault injection (SWIFI) has become an established approach of
determining the sensitivity of applications to faults and measuring the effectiveness of fault
detection, isolation and recovery strategies [1-6]. This paper verifies fault susceptibility of a
parallel algorithm designed for collecting test results in a multiprocessor array (MIMD
architecture) [4]. The considered system consists of a network of processing nodes
generating test result in the form of a complex signature and a host computer initiating
testing and collecting process. These signatures have to be delivered to the host computer
via the system network.

The algorithm was analyzed with fault injector MIT [6]. MIT has similar capabilities to
other injector of this type [1,2,5] but can operate on simple IBM PC platform dealing with
multithreaded applications (in Win32 environment), can assure high flexibility in
specifying large class of faults, triggering points and deliver detailed test reports. The
diagnosed system was modeled as a multithreaded application realizing different possible
operational scenarios of the communication protocol. During experiments many faults were
injected into different locations. Collected system responses were analyzed and related to
the correct system behavior (golden run). Using the experience gained with the basic
version of the algorithm, two improved versions were developed. Injection technique
helped to verify the usefulness of the incorporated mechanisms: recovery after system
exceptions and after invalidation of executable assertions.

Next section describes the general idea of the algorithm and its enhancements. Section 3
discusses problems of experimental campaign: fault specification, fault injection, analysis
of results. Section 4 comments the injection results and the last section concludes the paper.
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2 Parallel exploratory algorithm and its enhancements

The general idea of parallel exploratory algorithm is similar to the distributed spanning
a tree during the breadth-first traversal. The collection tree is created dynamically, while
each node determines its parent and children nodes and tests its communication channels. A
node waits for a request from its neighbors - directly connected nodes. It confirms the first
received request with a positive answer. If the testing sequence associated with these
messages was transmitted correctly, the node which sent the request becomes the parent of
the considered node. The node which has the identified parent sends requests to its
remaining neighbors in parallel. Having established relations with all its neighbors the node
specifies them in the message (signature - including also node identification and detailed
test results of a node) and sends it to the parent. Signatures obtained from the children are
retransmitted to the parent and further to the host along the paths in the tree. The node sends
a final message <E> to its parent after finishing cooperation with all other neighbors.

As opposed to other approaches based on the above general idea the exploratory algorithm
deals also with the physical and structural features of parallel system units. The algorithm
realized by each node takes into account various faulty conditions and consists of a set of
parallel processes cooperating within the unit and separating it from the possibly faulty
neighbors. Specification of a kernel of a node was defined using an extended Mealy-like
automaton (FSM) and consists of a collection of (about 40) logical implications. An
implication specifies a set of transitions and output functions of the automaton. The whole
system can be formally interpreted as a restricted product of the automata. The detailed
description is beyond the scope of the paper [4 and references].

Fault susceptibility of the algorithm was evaluated using fault injector MIT [6]. The
performed experiments proved a relatively high robustness of the basic version of the
algorithm, but encouraged its modification. The modification comprises:
A) software monitoring of a node (additional storage of important data in a node) to assist

handling of the detected faulty events.
B) handling of system exceptions - capturing of system exceptions and performing

recovery routines (see E). After encountering of a system exception once again the node
tries to terminate its activity.

C) extending the communication protocol between nodes in order to complete the recovery
actions. A node can send a message confirming the previously identified relation
between the nodes, as reaction for some unexpected messages or time-out event.
Additional messages do not disturb the behavior of a correct node. All received
messages are attended in any state of the node. Inconsistent messages can be rejected or
can cause generation of another messages, reset the relation to the neighbor, establish
the timing condition, etc. according to the specification. The parent node can end the
cooperation with its child if it has not properly reacted within an appropriate time.

D) executable assertions verifying selected invariant properties characterizing the node
behavior. The properties are satisfied either in all states reachable from the initial state
of the automaton, or for all reachable paths. For invalid assertions recovery routines are
invoked (see E).

E) recovery in case of system exception and/or assertion invalidation. Using data stored in
the node for protocol realization and by the monitor (see A) selected values can be
restored (data expansion technique). The node tries to recover for a defined, consistent
state (forward or backward) according to the automata specification.

Simulating the distributed environment, all decisions are made on the basis of the data
available locally in the node.



3 Experiments campaign

Performing experiments required modeling of the system with exploratory algorithm,
planning the experiment configuration and processing of measurement results.

The exploratory protocol is implemented by a code replicated in each node of the
system. For injection experiments a distributed system was simulated. The system model,
composed of one node (central) and its neighbors, represents all possible scenarios of a
node behavior. A neighbor in reference to the central node can play a role of (Fig. 1):
- active neighbor � it initiates attaching the central
node to the tree. If it becomes its parent, it receives
signatures from the central node (simulates an upper
part of the tree). Otherwise, the examined
connection is not included into the created tree.
- passive neighbor � accepts to be a child of the
central node and sends its signature and signatures
of its offsprings to the central node. It simulates a
subtree consisting of many nodes.
 - indifferent neighbor � it waits for messages from
the central node but rejects to be its child.
Signatures are transmitted along edges of the constructed tree (arrows in Fig. 1.).

The system model was implemented as a multithreaded application in C consisting of
one central node and four neighboring nodes and was analyzed with fault injector MIT [6].
Each node was simulated by a set of threads. Configurations of neighbors� types and the
numbers of offsprings for each passive node were established for experiments. The
configurations with one and more than one active neighbor generated different behavior
and gave good code coverage.

An experiment consisted of many tests. Each test referred to an application execution
with one fault insertion into the kernel thread of a node. Before each experiment fault
injection area was defined. The selected areas covered all regions responsible for the
algorithm realization. Faults were injected at moments related to pseudorandomly selected
instructions within this area. Three kinds of experiments have been performed differing in
fault location � pseudorandomly selected register, data location or instruction code. All
inserted faults were single bit flips. They modeled physical faults in various functional
blocks of a node: ALU or sequencer, general purpose and control registers, RAM memory.

MIT identifies 4 basic classes of test results: C - correct exit code of the application
main thread (correct result), INC - incorrect exit code of the main thread, S - fault detected
by the system (exception), T - not all threads terminated before a time-out. In the analyzed
multithreaded application one basic class may cover many situations. The order, type or
number of exchanged messages can slightly differ from one test run to another, especially
for systems with more than one active neighbor. Different message sequences can be
correct in relevance to the algorithm specification. To resolve this problem an enhanced
analysis comprised gathering of data from the protocol realization, identifying of detailed
result classes and aggregating of these classes.

Using exit codes of all threads, user-defined messages about important events and
results of the preliminary analysis each test response was qualified within 32 detailed
classes. Then these classes were aggregated into 3 general categories (columns in Tab. 1):
when the correct number of signatures was collected, an incorrect number and a system
exception was detected. Further we can distinguish results in which the final message <E>,
ending transmissions in the tree, was obtained or not (columns - with message <E>, no
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<E>). Without this message all signatures can be collected in the host, but there are some
unfinished threads (time-out of the application). There are also more detailed subcategories
of results: all collected signatures were correct (cor), signatures were correct but there were
unfinished threads although message <E> was obtained (ter), incorrect signatures, i.e. with
incorrect relations between nodes, or bit flips, were detected (err). Collecting of not all or
incorrect signatures corresponds to an incomplete set of test results and therefore less
accurate diagnostics of the system. The column System is divided into cases terminated
after Access Violation exception (AV) and after other system exceptions (ex.).

4 Experiment results

Results for different disturbed nodes (with three injection areas: register, data and code)
performing the basic version of the algorithm are shown in Tab. 1. All signatures were
collected in 58% of tests. Only 6,8% of tests needed termination with time-out. When faults
were injected into an indifferent node and there was one active node in the system, almost
all correct signatures and the message <E> were collected (70,6% of tests). When faults
were injected into a passive node and did not generate exceptions, all correct signatures
from all other nodes and their offsprings were collected (52% of tests). All signatures were
collected in 58% of tests, but in 2,6% with bit flips, after injecting into the central node.

Results depended strongly on the location of injection. 79,6% of tests finished correctly
after injecting faults into data, whereas only 19,3% into the code. System exceptions were
mostly generated while injecting faults into code (59% of tests), and seldom for injecting
into data (7,6%). All test results without any signature were due to system exceptions
(34,2%), in most cases (93% of class S) Access Violation. Memory Access Violation
exception is also the dominant error in other experiments using SWIFI tools [3].

Different system configurations were compared. Only the numbers of offsprings of a
passive node (simulated subtree size) in the range 0-10 have an impact on the injection
results, for bigger numbers the behavior of the nodes and the results were comparable.
Duration of any test depends primarily of the time-out constraints and took 10-60 sec.

Table 1: Results of fault injection for parallel exploratory algorithm (basic version).

Correct number of signatures Incorrect number of signatures System
with message <E> no <E> with  <E> no <E>Injection area
cor ter err cor err cor ter err cor err AV ex.

Num-
ber of
tests

register 642 2 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 272 13 947
data 818 7 0 48 0 0 0 0 2 2 65 0 942
code 217 182 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 530 8 944

Indiffe-
rent
node sum 1677 191 0 73 0 0 0 0 2 2 867 21 2833

register 650 1 0 8 0 0 0 3 3 0 362 90 1117
data 844 2 1 8 0 4 0 36 31 1 42 144 1113
code 178 38 0 4 0 0 0 54 91 0 696 55 1116

Passive
node

sum 1672 41 1 20 0 4 0 93 125 1 1100 289 3346
register 3734 0 10 9 0 0 1 11 21 1 1857 145 5789
data 4459 30 196 142 0 62 2 66 342 3 328 5 5635
code 1126 4 248 30 0 13 2 166 738 33 3295 109 5809

Central
node

sum 9319 34 454 181 0 75 5 243 1146 37 5480 259 17233
register 64,00 0,04 0,13 0,45 0,19 0,31 34,88 7853
data 79,60 0,51 2,56 2,57 2,22 4,95 7,59 7690
code 19,33 2,85 3,15 0,52 2,99 11,53 59,63 7869

All
nodes
[ in %] average 54,11 1,14 1,94 1,17 1,79 5,61 34,24 23412



Tab. 2 summarizes results for the first version of the modified algorithm - realizing
monitoring of node states, extended protocol and handling of system exceptions (sec. 2). In
comparison to the basic version (Tab. 1) the number of correctly terminated tests increased:
all signatures were collected in 68% of tests, including 87,9% while injecting into data,
73,5% into registers and 43,7% into the code. After injecting faults into an indifferent node
the correct number of signatures and final message <E> were collected in 80,8% of tests.
When faults were injected into a passive node all unchanged signatures and the final
message were collected in 59,5% of tests. For 65% of tests the correct number of signatures
were collected while injecting into the central node, but in 2,1% without the final message.

Signatures were changed only in 0,45% of tests (previously in 1,9%). The number of
tests with unfinished threads was about a half less. The number of tests terminated with
system exception decreased from 34,2% to 10,6%: when injecting into data, register and the
code in 2,6%, 11,9%, 16,9% of tests, respectively. The decrease of number of tests
terminated with system exception caused the increase of number of tests with incorrect
number of signatures (from 7,4% to 21,3%). Attempting to recover after a system exception
the work can be continued incorrectly when a fault injected into the code remains there.
However, the most of signatures were collected in these cases. In general, the number of
signatures collected in the whole system increased from 63,4% to 78,9%.

Table 2: Results for application with handling of system exceptions (first version).

Correct number of signatures Incorrect number of signatures System
with message <E> no <E> with  <E> no <E>Injection area

(nodes) cor ter err cor err cor ter err cor err AV ex.

Num-
ber of
tests

Indifferent sum 1406 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 299 46 1797
Passive sum 629 1 13 7 2 88 2 49 135 11 123 20 1080
Active sum 2944 12 21 101 0 91 11 48 1193 0 233 84 4738

register 72,49 0,23 0,0 0,77 3,39 11,27 11,85 2599
data 84,55 0,69 0,82 1,80 1,06 8,50 2,58 2447
code 39,94 1,40 0,55 1,79 6,81 32,62 16,89 2569

All
nodes
[ in %] average 65,38 0,77 0,45 1,44 3,70 17,58 10,59 7615

In the second version of the modified algorithm all modifications A-E discussed in sec.
2 (i.e. also with handling of assertions) were implemented (Tab. 3.). The detection of
invalid assertions varied from 0 (assertion valid in all tests) to 83,5%. Assertions or system
exceptions handlers were activated in 37% cases of injected faults. In 11,4% of tests only a
system exception handling was activated, in 4,3% only an invalid assertion and in 21,2%
both services  were invoked.  For 83% of tests with an invalid assertion  a system exception

Table 3: Results for application with handling of assertions and system exceptions (second version)

Correct number of signatures Incorrect number of signatures System
with message <E> no <E> with <E> no <E>Injection area

(nodes) cor ter err cor err cor ter err cor err AV ex.

Num-
ber of
tests

Indifferent sum 668 50 26 0 26 0 117 62 5 4 111 17 1086
Passive sum 577 3 2 0 2 54 247 18 22 0 48 47 1020
Central sum 1888 34 4 1 0 0 844 0 58 1 309 107 3246

register 64,53 0,97 0,59 0,59 21,74 1,19 10,39 1858
data 82,3 1,99 0,72 0,54 11,14 1,2 2,11 1661
code 30,93 1,96 0,49 0,49 41,08 2,62 22,43 1833

All
nodes
[ in %] average 58,54 1,63 0,6 0,54 25,07 1,68 11,94 5352



encountered during the program continuation. The most exceptions referred to injecting
into the code, but the recovery routines resumed the state, repeating the faulty code.

In consequence in 61,3% of tests correct number of signatures was collected, but in
11,9% terminated with system exception (worse than in the first version). However the
second version is predominant over the first one if termination of the protocol is considered.
The final message for the system was not received only in 2,2% of tests of the second
version (first one - 19%). It confirms the correct realization of the recovery routines.

Handling of the assertions increased the number of tests with incorrect number of
collected signatures (26,7%). In most cases this is due to the tests in which not all threads
were terminated, however the most of signatures were collected. In the whole system
74,5% of signatures were collected in the host.

In 2,7% of tests signatures were different to whose from the golden run. In most cases
differences were only in the control part of the messages, caused by handling an invalid
assertion or receiving unexpected messages. Although such signatures are classified as
changed, they delivered the test results correctly and improved system diagnosability.

5 Conclusions

In discussed modified algorithms the dependability of collecting signatures was improved
in comparison to the basic one. Handling of system exceptions improved the application
capability, increasing the number of tests with all collected signatures and the overall
number of collected signatures. However, in the second version the number of collected
signatures did not improve while comparing with the version without assertions. More
effective recovery routines could be applied e. g. code expansion technique. Introducing of
the assertions can be profitable if the detection of the protocol end is an important issue.

The exploratory algorithm assumes the separation of the nodes, possibly ignoring faulty
neighbors. Most of faults did not destroy the basic relations in the developed tree.
Resuming interaction with a suspicious neighbor leads to an improvement if two nodes
belong to the tree (parent-child relation), in result more signatures from the passive node
are collected and the final message is generated. In case of an indifferent node additional
signatures can be generated. They could be filtered in the host computer.

Fault susceptibility of a multithreaded application was successfully evaluated with MIT
injector provided that representative test scenarios were selected and comprehensive
analysis of results deals with non-deterministic system behavior (using additional tools).
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